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About This Game

Brawlderdash is a local multiplayer sports game. Players choose from multiple sport characters to pass and bash past the
opposing team!

Alternate stadium features and different weather conditions ensure no two matches are the same. From a well-kept soccer pitch
to a windy field with pinball bumpers, there's something for every play group and simple controls allow for pick up play.

Features:

Local Multiplayer for up to 8 players

6 Playable Classes!

Each Sport may Dash and Kick, but their Special Skills set them apart.

Golfer

Soccer

Hockeyman
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Footballer

Runner

Baseballer

8 Stadiums

Time and Goal modes

Watch as your fans turn their backs on you in dismay, as your chances of reaching the playoffs diminish with each
dropped pass and missed goal. They'll never love you again.

The local sports radio no longer answers your calls.
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I paid $20 for this game. I cannot believe I did that. This is at most a $5 game. Absolutely rife with bugs. Gameplay is very
boring and feels like an amateur high school project. Many flaws that hinder gameplay and enjoyment and unless you feel like
joining the discord to pester a defensive dev to fix them, they will most likely not be fixed, since the dev has stated that he is not
interested in updating the game any further. Having played the game in both a language I know and a language I don't, I feel like
beginners would learn very little of their target language, and certainly not enough to 'supplement' their language learning
journey. Clearly the dev did little research into language learning. Absolute scam.. Allright lets get this game over and done
with.
Firstly- It's a fun game, secondly its not the best game. It's an indie game so dont whine too much. Its not bad.
Having said that. It is a a game ported from a mobile game sothere is bound to be issues.

Pros
Its exactly like the mobile game as in it is exacctly liket he mobile games minus the dlc. in the mobile game the dlc are
something you have to buy kromium to get. Here at least you just have to buy the the dlc and you get the titans.
Its for casual gamers. Dont think of spending hundred sof hours into it. Seriously its just a casual gaming game. If you want to
grind by all means but its better playing it, stopping doing other things then when you feel like it go back to it.

Cons
Its exctly like the mobile game. I mean come on at least change it up a bit its suppose to be in the computer. Try out better
graphics or having more ship not just use the exact same game and just port it to the pc.
THe fact you have to grind like hell just to get things. Like seriously no to grind, a little bit is okay but to spend mroe than a few
minutes just to afford a new shp or a new weapon thats given at random is freaking insane.

Having said that have fun and give it a try. It sucks. buy the 2016 official. DO NOT BUY. Awesome scenery, various weapons
and strategies.

-You absolutely need to start you combo's before you enemy reaches you.-

It starts out pretty bland, just a few types of Ork, pretty straightforward combat. It very quickly becomes a lot more ...
interesting. There's no Arkham\/Assassins creed timed combat. You need to crowd control intelligently, kite around mobs and
use your firepower properly.

Early on, you're just chopping your ways through hordes. Soon enough, you'll need to be smart about picking your first enemy,
keeping an appropriate distance and timing your blows. There are no warnings or prompts, only enemies whose attacks are not
interrupted unless you end an appropriate combo before they can hit you.

11 hours of great fun on medium.. Being able to play Tetris with no stupid ads on a dumb website that require flash if you want
to play, that's all i want. I do not regret bying this game even if some things are different.. Review for MORDHAU

Mordhau is a first & third-person slasher inspired by games such as Chivalry Medieval Warfare. Also amazing
character creation that lets you create multiple kinds of mercenaries to suit your play style. Mordhau has a variety of
gamemode types: Team Deathmach, Skirmish, Frontline, Battle Royale and Horde. Developed by small studio (10
developers only).

[\u2714]
- Beautiful graphics
- Gameplay mechanics\/combat is superb
- Soundtrack
- Executions
- 32v32 mode
- Horde mode
- Character customisation
- No microtransactions all cosmetics you earn by playing
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- Optimization is not the best
- Glitches

9\/10 highly recommended game

Thanks for reading!. It's very cute, so you control many different cats and you guide moving cube tank full of fish. You
need to push the coloured tanks into their coloured square. You can't let them go of the edge or they will de-spawn and
if you stand under the cubes when they are moving you will die. It is adorable i love it when you\/the cat goes of the
edge there is like a rainbow effect. The game is simple yet fun i will play more. The only downside is the title screen
may make you dizzy. but all and all it if fun.
7.6\/10. not much a remaster its a resale of the same thing with more bugs and not a single fix. slightly better graphics
but not worth it. i dont recomend it
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I really adore this game. When I have those days where just nothing is fun, I play this.
Its so simple yet has enough options to make the game play vary from fast paced to totally casual and there is no fluff to get in
the way. The small size of the binary makes it quick and easy to play anywhere too!
One of my top ten steam games.. It's well worth the price if you're a fan of tactical battles. As others have noted, it's not a great
story -- the focus is heavily on combat and customizing your party. I appreciate not being locked into a fixed party and being
able to swap out other classes as needed and it's a significant step up from the developer's prior releases.
. Cons:
- Crashed without saving any progress after completing 8 levels
- very strange and unintuitive mechanics in some cases. For example, you lose your money and tokens if you run out of time, but
keep them when dying from fire. WTF?
- poor upgrade system
- quite bad tutorial: bombarding with information in the first minute of play
- minor control issues (mouse and keyboard)

Pros:
- Core gameplay in ok
- music is nice

Overall, would not recommend it. Somewhat unusual game, but not good enough. i love railworks and if and when they come
out with multi player,railworks will become even more fun,so yes i recommend this to others.. Don't buy at any cost, even for
free. The game can be completed in less than 30 minutes.
This shooter is as dumbed down as it can get, 8 hours worth of effort, and most of the effort is setting up like 10 different
objects on the map for a thousand times. I don't get it, how in the universe games like this are allowed on Steam?
Pretty sure assets are free\/stolen as well.
Main menu is super simple. Game developer isn't fluent at English. There are no voice-acting (maybe it's a good thing). Music is
just bad. Everything is bad.
AI doesn't exist at all, I'm pretty sure that the only line of code responsible for the AI is so enemies can shoot you. Because
they'll try to shoot through the walls, from a very long distance, etc.
Level design doesn't exist either, it's just OFFICE with a bunch of tables and blank white walls.
There are only three guns - assault rifle, pistol and a knife. You will never have to use a knife.
If you click a middle mouse button, the game switches to third person, and surprise! No player model.
Also, let me spoil it for you. The game begins in a house, and you play as some dude named Murphy. Murphy drives his car to
work, talks with his buddies, and suddenly there's SHOOTING EVERYWHERE. Every single worker disappears, and the game
leaves you alone against squads of soldiers.
And that's it. You're going through a bunch of levels, all of them are exactly the same thing - office, white walls, soldiers behind
the corner.. I got this game for free from buying Assassin's Creed Odyssey season pass and this, this is not a remaster. If you're
going to buy this, don't. Go buy the original game.. i've been trying to get rid of my friends for years; if i'd known it was as easy
as paying $1.49 for this dlc, i wouldn't have spent all that money on duct tape and dvds of The Big Bang Theory. When I
installed the game, I though it was going to be where you could play as Daniel and Belial in their own chapters and with some
good gameplay. I was wrong, what I got was: enter a room and a dozen or more enemies spawn at once, next room same thing,
rinse and repeat for the whole game. I know that Painkiller is a linear game, but at least with Black Edition and Overdose, you
could explore through the levels and fight enemies along the way, but this is just a simple box arena marathon.

Felt like there was no care to this game at all, and with only a total of eight levels with 6000 enemies, each level having about
400-1000, and that the levels themselves are multiplayer maps from previous Painkiller games. I can see why a lot of people
don't like it. The only positive aspects I like is the music and that's about it. This is probably the only Painkiller game, where I
used cheats just to speed it up. Overall the game is awful and stupid, and it was neither satisfying or fun to play. I highly do not
recommend this game.
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